We review a simple model of random walks on a rugged landscape, representing energy or (negative) fitness, and with many peaks and valleys. This paradigm for trapping on long timescales by metastable states in complex systems may be visualized as a terrain with lakes in the valleys whose water level depends on the observational timescale. The "broken ergodicity" structure in space and time of trapping in the valleys can be analyzed using invasion percolation, picturesquely in terms of "ponds and outlets" as water flows to a distant sea. Two main conclusions concern qualitative dependence on the spatial dimension d of the system landscape. The first is that the much-used example of a one-dimensional rugged landscape is entirely misleading for any larger d. The second is that once d is realistically large (above 6 seems to suffice), there are many nonmerging paths to the sea; this may be relevant for the issue of contingency vs. convergence in macro-evolution.
Introduction
Complex systems, whether adaptive, like the immune system, or nonadaptive, like spin glasses, are commonly characterized by a high degree of metastability. That is, their dynamics possess multiple fixed point solutions which, while not globally optimal, can trap the system for long periods of time; how long depends on the depth of the metastable well and the magnitude of the noise (temperature in many physical systems, mutation rates in asexual biological speciation, etc.). Metastability can be desirable -after all, living organisms are all metastable -or undesirable, as when a folding protein or a combinatorial optimization algorithm finds itself trapped in a misfolded state or nonoptimal solution. In disordered systems theory, the trapping of a system on long timescales in a localized subset of its entire state space, absent a phase transition and broken symmetry, is known as "broken ergodicity" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The presence of broken ergodicity can complicate the statistical mechanical analysis of such systems.
Mathematically, the noisy dynamics of a system with many metastable states can be recast as a random walk on a "rugged energy (or free energy) landscape" [6, 7, 8, 9] . Doing so allows one to define and analyze a well-defined mathematical problem, make quantitative predictions, and compare with the observed phenomenology of a wide spectrum of complex systems. The drawback of this approach is that one starts not from a microscopic model of a given system, but instead from a coarse-grained, somewhat heuristic, ansatz about its state space.
Nevertheless, to understand a common, possibly universal, feature of complex systems, one that is independent of microscopic details, a serious analysis of diffusion on a rugged landscape is likely unavoidable. The standard picture invokes a high-dimensional surface with multiple "hills" and "valleys", the latter corresponding to the various metastable states and the former to the barriers that must be surmounted in order to escape those states and find another, perhaps deeper, valley. (Note that in the evolutionary biology setting, the fitness landscape is flipped relative to an energy landscape so that hills and valleys exchange roles.) As one adopts increasingly longer timescales, one expects to observe the system sampling an increasingly larger region of state space. The confinement here is structural rather than dynamic; there are no constants of the motion, aside from the fixed points, that confine the system to a particular dynamical orbit.
Of course, such a picture is meaningless unless one specifies a dynamics, such as a single-spin-flip dynamics for a spin glass or a single-site mutation mechanism for a genome [10] . We ignore those issues here, important though they are, and consider more simply a given rugged landscape with a specified diffusion rule.
An often-used picture is that of Fig. 1 in [3] , shown below, where configurations in region A are surrounded by relatively low energy barriers, those in region B by higher barriers, and those in region C by even higher ones. This leads to the following picture: one can think of the energy surface as a mountainous terrain with isolated "lakes" in different valleys. The "water level" corresponds to the largest (free) energy scale that can be accessed at a given temperature T and observational timescale τ . As the water level rises, lakes merge into bigger lakes in a hierarchical fashion [2, 3, 5, 11] . At any T and τ , the system is confined to a given lake -or, to use the language of broken ergodicity, a given component [2] . Because the confining barrier increases as T ln τ , the portion of state space accessible to the system correspondingly increases. The system is therefore ergodic in ever larger components, and accordingly will continually revisit smaller components -now a subset of the accessible state space -to which it was once confined. Figure 1 . Schematic picture of a rugged energy landscape, where Φ is an abstract configuration coordinate. At zero temperature the system is stuck in one of many local minima; however, at positive temperature the system receives random "kicks" that can knock it out of its minimum. So at longer times or higher temperatures, more of the configuration space can be explored. From [3] .
However, a 1D sketch as in Fig. 1 can be misleading, and the physical picture described above may be incorrect. The true configuration space is very high-dimensional, and in high dimensions new things can happen. In particular, a route around a mountain can often be found; one may not have to climb directly over the top [9] . This can have profound consequences for the system dynamics, as it can for hikers who encounter foul weather on the Tongariro Crossing [12].
Landscape Model
We consider a specific model with a continuum of possible free energy barriers, and therefore of activation timescales. Consider a non-sparse graph G in d dimensions; for specificity, we will take G to be the cubic lattice Z d , although this will not affect our results. We next assign random variables to all edges and all sites of G. The exact nature of the distributions from which these random variables are chosen is not important, so long as four conditions are met: (1) the probability distributions are continuous; (2) edge values are always greater than the values assigned to their adjoining sites; (3) site values are bounded from below; (4) site and edge variables are all chosen independently.
The reasoning behind these conditions is as follows. We will consider the site values to correspond to the energies of metastable states, and edge values to correspond to the free energy barriers separating them. These identifications lead naturally to conditions (2) and (3). An easy (but not necessary) way to implement (2) is to choose the edge variables from a distribution on the positive axis and the site variables from the negative axis. The last condition is included to simplify the analysis, but as we will see as we proceed, will not affect our main conclusions as applied to likely physical models. The first condition then eliminates ties. A further simplification, not explicitly mentioned but implicit in our using a simple graph like Z d , is choosing each distinct edge to connect a single pair of sites. Once again, we do not expect this to affect the conclusions for physically relevant models.
The model described above is Model B of [9] .
We now treat this model as describing the state space of a physical system in equilibrium, held at inverse temperature β. This assumption provides us with a concrete model to analyze. In that case, if W x is the variable assigned to site x, then the equilibrium probability density over sites π x (β) scales with β as
Detailed balance then requires that
where r xy is understood as the rate to make a direct transition from x to y. The rates, satisfying (2) , are chosen so that
The assignment of random variables defines an ordering on the (undirected) edges of G in which {x, y} < {x , y } if W xy < W x y . That is, the barriers are ordered by increasing height, a central feature of broken ergodicity treatments. This will be central in what follows.
Invasion Percolation
The following theorem was proved in [13]:
Theorem 1: For a.e. realization of the W xy 's and W x 's, chosen from distributions as described above, as β → ∞ the sequence in which sites are first visited, starting from some arbitrary initial site x 0 , converges to the invasion percolation sequence with the same initial site and the same edge ordering.
Before discussing the consequences of this theorem, a brief discussion of invasion percolation is in order. Invasion percolation [14] is a process that can be defined either on edges or on sites; for simplicity, we restrict this discussion to edges, but a similar construction holds for sites. Once again consider the lattice Z d , and assign a random variable to each edge, chosen independently from a common continuous distribution, say the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Now order the edges by the values of their associated random variables; an edge {x, y} is of lower order than an edge {x , y } if the random variable assigned to {x, y} is less than that assigned to {x , y }.
Beginning now from some arbitrary initial site x 0 , choose the edge of lowest order connected to it. This results in a graph consisting of two sites and all 4d − 1 edges (including the previously chosen edge) connected to them. Now choose from among those edges not previously chosen (there are 4d−2 of them) the edge of lowest order. One now has a cluster of three sites; one examines all (previously unchosen) edges connected to them, and again chooses the edge of lowest order. Repetition of this procedure generates in the limit an infinite cluster, called the invasion region of x 0 . This cluster has several interesting properties; in particular, it exhibits the property of "self-organized criticality" [15] in that the invasion region of any site asymptotically behaves, as time increases, like the incipient infinite cluster of the associated independent bond percolation problem [16] , which appears precisely at the critical percolation probability p c . That is, the dimensionality of the invasion region far from x 0 approaches the fractal dimensionality of the incipient cluster at p c in the independent bond percolation problem on the identical lattice. We will discuss other relevant properties of invasion percolation as we proceed.
Theorem 1 is therefore a rigorous statement about the order in which sites are visited for the first time, given an arbitrary starting site. This is a crucial result for a system in which broken ergodicity occurs, because it provides information about which sites are visited (or not visited) on a given timescale, and the nature of that process, which is what we're interested in.
Intuitively, Theorem 1 is quite reasonable. As the temperature is lowered, the timescales for transitions governed by different free energy barriers diverge from one another. Consequently, the system will, with probability approaching one as temperature approaches zero, make a transition over the lowest barrier available to it.
Although the idea is quite simple, it has important, and mostly unappreciated, consequences for systems whose dynamics are controlled by rugged landscapes, due to the geometry of invasion percolation. In this regard, an important result on the global connectivity structure of invasion percolation was derived in [17, 18] and says the following: for invasion percolation on the lattice Z d in low dimensions, there is a unique invasion region. That is, given any two starting sites, their invasion regions will be the same except for finitely many sites (with probability one). However, in high dimensions, there are infinitely many disjoint invasion regions. That is, given two starting sites far from each other, their invasion regions will totally miss each other with high probability. The critical dimension d c for the crossover was conjectured to be 8 in [17, 18] , but more recent work suggests that d c = 6 [19] . For our purposes, the crossover dimension is unimportant, since the state space of all complex systems of interest is very high-dimensional.
What does this imply for diffusion on a rugged landscape? To simplify the discussion, consider the "degenerate" case where all site values are equal; this will not affect the main conclusion to be drawn below. Let p c denote the critical value for independent bond percolation on Z d and let w c denote the energy level such that Prob (W xy ≤ w c ) = p c . Then from any starting site, the invasion process will increasingly behave, as time increases, like the incipient infinite cluster at p c in the corresponding independent bond percolation problem. Most importantly, once the process finds an infinite cluster of edges with energy levels ≤ w 0 , where w 0 > w c , it never again crosses an edge with W xy > w 0 . One can then consider the invasion process from any point as following a "path" which eventually leads to "the sea" at infinity. In fewer than six dimensions, all invasion regions from different points eventually follow the same path to the sea. Along the way, all individual paths merge, some sooner, some later.
However, in greater than six dimensions, there are an infinite number of disjoint paths to infinity; that is, infinitely many distinct seas, each of which has many tributaries (invasion regions flowing into the sea, or equivalently, an infinite set of sites whose invasion regions eventually connect to the corresponding infinite cluster). A given process, starting from an arbitrarily chosen site, flows into one of these seas, and it will never visit any sites which connect, via the invasion process, to any of the other seas.
This seems to contradict the well-known result that the "random walk on a random environment" (hereafter referred to as the RWRE) asymptotically approaches ordinary diffusion at long times [20] . The resolution is that the older result and our result each corresponds to a different order in taking the limits time→ ∞ and β → ∞, and the behavior of the RWRE is sensitive to this. When temperature is fixed and time goes to infinity, the RWRE will eventually exhibit normal diffusive behavior. How long this will take depends, of course, on the temperature and the specific model studied: there exists a temperaturedependent timescale -an ergodic time τ ergodic , so to speak -beyond which our picture breaks down and normal diffusion takes over (or equivalently, ergodicity is restored). The ergodic time diverges as temperature goes to zero. A timescale of this type is a common feature in most systems which break ergodicity [2, 3] .
We now return to the situation of a random walk in a strongly inhomogeneous environment, and apply these ideas and results to see how the process evolves.
Diffusion in a Random Environment
Theorem 1 and its consequences are interesting for RWRE's in dimension higher than one; in one dimension the conventional picture holds. That is, at fixed temperature 1/β and fixed observational timescale τ obs , the particle is trapped between two barriers, neither of which are surmountable (with some prespecified probability) on a timescale of the order of τ obs . If one is willing to wait considerably longer (on a logarithmic timescale), then the length of the line segment the particle explores is correspondingly larger, surrounded at each end by suitably large barriers. It is not hard to show that these grow in the manner specifed in [2] : ∆F esc ∼ (1/β) log τ obs . Thus, as time proceeds, the particle explores an ever larger region in both directions, diffusing over previously travelled terrain infinitely often as τ obs → ∞.
In two and higher dimensions, the picture changes dramatically. In particular, as time increases, while components grow larger, they do not contain previously visited portions of state space. Perhaps more surprisingly, rather than the confining barriers increasing logarithmically with time as τ obs → ∞, a constant barrier value is approached (although not necessarily monotonically) [21] . To see why this is, we need to explore the properties of the incipient infinite cluster in ordinary percolation, which as noted above corresponds essentially to the asymptotic invasion region.
In particular, we need to examine the the process whereby invasion percolation "finds a path" to infinity. This process is independent of whether there are one or many disjoint invasion regions. For any starting x 0 and realization of bond and site variables, the path to infinity is unique. To simplify the argument, suppose for the moment that all site variables have the same value and only the edge variables are chosen from a probability distribution (say, the uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1]).
Consider a starting site x 0 , and all bonds with values smaller than some p 1 > p c . In the associated independent bond percolation problem, these comprise a unique infinite cluster [22] . A little thought should then convince the reader that once the invasion process reaches any of the bonds within this infinite cluster, it will never again cross any bond whose value is greater than p 1 . Consider next all bonds whose values are less than some p 2 , where p c < p 2 < p 1 . These too form a unique infinite cluster which is a subset of the first, larger one. When the invasion process reaches any of the bonds within this newer infinite cluster, it will never again cross any bonds greater than p 2 . It is easy to see that, as the process continues, the invasion region will focus itself down to infinite clusters of increasingly smaller maximum bond value, and will asymptotically behave like the incipient infinite cluster of the independent bond percolation problem at p c . This, by the way, is an excellent natural example of "self-organized criticality" [15] .
We now need to investigate the structure of the incipient infinite cluster. It is important to note that this is not an infinite cluster at all -there is no percolation at p c -but rather consists of a sequence of increasingly large but disconnected clusters (see Figure 2) . A picturesque way of understanding its structure is the "ponds and outlets" picture of [13] , which utilizes an earlier construction of Hammersley [23] . Figure 2. A sketch of the so-called "incipient infinite cluster", which is not an infinite cluster at all but rather a sequence of infinitely many disjoint finite clusters. In the figure, the largest cluster seen in window Wi is (most of) Ci for i = 1 or 2. C1 and C2 are both finite. From [13] .
At the earliest stages of the process, a set of relatively smallerComplex Systems, volume (year) 1-1+ valued bonds (depending on x 0 ) will be invaded before the process has to invade a relatively larger one to make its way toward infinity. Picturesquely, we think of the process as stranded on a pond; it needs to find a relatively high outlet before it can escape. The outlet corresponds to the bond whose value is larger than that of all others within the pond, but smaller than all others on the perimeter of the pond. The two important points following from this are first, this first outlet will be the bond of largest value that the process will ever cross, and second, once this outlet is crossed, the process will not return to the first pond [24] . That is, there is a sort of "diode effect" in the process.
After crossing the first outlet, the process will find itself on a second pond, and must invade an outlet of smaller value than the first one. In this way it invades a sequence of successively smaller outlets (with bond values larger than but tending toward p c ) on its way to the sea (see Fig. 3 ). The general trend is for the ponds to grow successively larger, but this need not be true monotonically. Figure 3 . A rough sketch of the "ponds and outlets" picture illustrating the diode effect. The first pond contains the starting site x0. Arrows indicate the large-scale direction of motion; once the process leaves a given pond, it does not return. The values of the bn decrease as n increases; bn controls the height of the minimal barrier confining the system to pond n, as described in the text. From [13] .
Ponds and outlets can be defined precisely. Consider all possible
Complex Systems, volume (year) 1-1+ paths to infinity from the starting point x 0 . Each such path P will contain some bond of maximum value; call it b P . The first "outlet" is then the bond b * of minimum value from the set {b P }. The first "pond" is the finite cluster connected to x 0 consisting of all bonds whose values are strictly less than that of b * . The second pond and outlet can be found using the same procedure from the starting point x 1 , where x 1 is the site which touches b * and is outside the first pond. This procedure can be repeated indefinitely to find ponds and outlets of any order.
Alternatively, one can define them in the following way. Starting from x 0 , one considers the finite cluster connected to x 0 which consists of all bonds with values less than p = p c . One then raises p in a continuous manner, causing the cluster connected to x 0 to grow. At some sharp value of p (depending on x 0 ) the cluster becomes infinite; it is not hard to see that there will be a single bond connecting the (previously finite) cluster containing x 0 with infinity. This bond is the first outlet, and all bonds in the interior finite cluster comprise the first pond.
A rigorous analysis of the distribution and other features of twodimensional ponds and outlets was carried out by Damron and Sapozhnikov in a series of three papers [25] . They obtained very precise estimates of the asympototic behaviors of the radius and area of the k th pond and the bond value of the k th outlet as k → ∞. They also analyzed the similarities and differences between the various ponds and the critical cluster of the origin as well as between the whole invasion region and the incipient infinite cluster (as defined by Kesten [26] ).
So what do these results mean for a broken-ergodic view of diffusion in a random environment? The first thing to notice is that, for an observational time smaller than the ergodic time τ ergodic -which for low temperatures and in glass-like complex systems will be much longer than the age of the universe -the diffusing "particle" (that is, the state of the system in a high-dimensional state space) is confined to an infinite component that comprises an exceedingly small proportion of the entire state space. This is markedly different from the usual idea of a finite component. But an even more radical departure from the usual component, defined by temperature and observational timescale (cf. Section 1), is that these components are intrinsic to the system itself, and not defined with respect to any observational timescale.
Perhaps the most serious departure from the usual view is that the evolution of the system (in terms of states visited) is largely deterministic, depending only on the starting point. Of course, the particle will still diffuse among the states allowed by the above confinement mechanism, but it does so in a manner which again differs considerably from all previous pictures of which we are aware. We now explore this in more detail.
While the notion of broken ergodicity components is realized in our approach through ponds and outlets on a local scale, with their union constituting a global component, there are some important differences as well. There is no recurrence on a large scale, though there is within a pond until an outlet is crossed. Once that outlet is crossed, however, the system never returns to that pond. On the scale of ponds, there is a "diode effect": the walker always moves forward, never backward (see Fig. 3 ). Some possible experimental manifestations of this will be listed in the Applications section below. This diode effect is quite different from the nonreturn of ordinary random walks. For example, in d = 2, the diode effect remains valid even though ordinary random walks are recurrent. On the other hand, for large d, the invasion region dimension, which is four, is twice that of an ordinary random walk, which is two.
The other major difference is that in conventional BE, the system must surmount increasingly high barriers as time progresses. The opposite again holds here -the barriers which confine the system (that is, the outlets) diminish steadily as time increases. The landscape through which the diffusing system travels becomes increasingly flat. (The particle often sees many high peaks in its vicinity, but it avoids them.) This is true in all dimensions greater than one.
What role does entropy play? As it turns out, not much. Consider the system immediately after it has escaped the n th pond. We know already that almost all of the time expended up to that point was used in getting to the pond in the first place. More importantly, once inside the pond, the problem of finding its outlet is not a needle-inthe-haystack problem: the system is not wandering around aimlessly in state space, eventually finding the outlet by remote chance. Because the particle is confined to the pond on a certain timescale, the timescale for confinement within that pond is simply exp[βW * n ], where W * n is the value assigned to the outlet for that pond. During this time the process thermalizes within the pond.
For entropy effects to counteract the decreasing values of W * n as n increases, it would seem to require exponentially increasing pond size, whereas pond size almost certainly increases much more moderately, probably as a power law. Consequently, the picture shown in Fig. 1 is a purely one-dimensional picture. In any higher dimension (irrespective of whether there are one or many global components), the "water level" does not rise as time increases at fixed temperature (or temperature increases at fixed time). Viewed from x 0 , the water level initially rises, but then stays forever fixed , because it finds a path to the "sea" (that is, to infinity), into which it empties. Any additional water poured in simply escapes to infinity.
What about barrier hieghts as time increases? The height of the con-fining barrier, or outlet, is declining towards a limit w c , corresponding to p c in the independent percolation model. At the same time, the energy of the lowest "valley" within a pond generally becomes more negative as time progresses (and the system explores larger ponds), asymptotically (but slowly) approaching the minimum of the distribution; call it w min . Therefore, the barriers which the system must surmount to escape successive ponds, rather than increasing without bound, asymptotically approach w c − w min .
Applications
Before considering specific applications, we need to consider how our picture is modified in the usual case of fixed temperature and time going to infinity. Our main result, that the dynamics of many RWRE models are governed by invasion percolation, is rigorous only when the limit T → 0 is taken before t → ∞.
What should we then expect to happen when temperature is fixed (at some value small compared to the majority of barrier heights) and time increases? As discussed earlier, there will be an ergodic timescale at which the system is likely to escape the global component (invasion region) in which it finds itself. Beyond this timescale we expect ordinary diffusive behavior, but of a specific sort: the system will mostly hop from component to component on the ergodic timescale, but after it finds itself in a new component, it stays there roughly for another ergodic time. So on shorter timescales, one will find the system within a global component; on longer timescales, it diffuses between components. Unless one is examining the system on timescales extremely large compared to τ ergodic , often well beyond the reach of laboratory timescales, one will observe the basic picture described above.
Many experiments do not hold temperature fixed, and our picture can possibly shed light on these also. A well-known experiment on Ag:Mn spin glasses was performed some years ago by Chamberlin et al. [27] in which spin glass samples were cooled to low temperature in zero magnetic field, after which a DC magnetic field was turned on.
It was hypothesized in that paper that the application of this external field would "randomize" the energy surface. How might this occur? An initial guess might be that this change would take place in a continuous, gradual manner. If this were the case, then if the field were changed by a very small amount, a reversible change in magnetization would result. This was not observed, however, even for the smallest applied fields (∼ 40 mOe); the magnetization always displayed an irreversible drift governed by a quasilogarithmic time dependence [27, 28, 29, 30] . The explanation given was that any field, no matter how small, completely "scrambles" the energy surface, which would account for the irreversibility on all scales. This might be the case, but the explanation lacks a clear underlying model in which this occurs.
How might this same effect be understood in the picture presented in this paper? The simplest explanation is that that the surface is largely unchanged, aside from a "tilt" imposed by the field. the effect of this tilt is to lower the barriers in certain directions, making escape easier from the pond in which the system found itself before the field was turned on. Once the field is turned off, the system is in a new pond and one is simply observing the diode effect discussed earlier.
A similar explanation can be used to understand aging experiments in which the temperature is raised and then lowered, or vice-versa [31] . What is typically seen is that if temperature is first lowered and then raised, the system returns to its original state: the process is reversible. Raising the temperature first and then lowering it, however, is irreversible. In the ponds-and-outlets picture, this is easily understood: lowering the temperature simply confines the system to a smaller region of the pond it was in at the start of the process. Raising the temperature then simply restores the system to the entire pond. Raising the temperature first, however, will generally land the system in a new pond, if not an entirely new global component altogether, after which the diode effect insures irreversibility. (Of course, the one-dimensional picture of Fig. 1 makes essentially the same prediction, so these experiments do not distinguish the standard BE picture based on Fig. 1 from our picture. The experiments are consistent with both.)
A second interesting application of these ideas is to biological evolution, particularly in its early stages. A universal feature of systems governed by the scenario described in this paper is that the largest barrier the system must surmount is the outlet corresponding to the first pond the system finds itself in; once that barrier is surmounted, the system finds itself in ponds confined by increasingly smaller barriers. Qualitatively, this would correspond to the earliest stages of a process described by an RWRE as lasting the longest, and later stages having increasingly shorter lifetimes.
A well-known feature of life on earth is that it began roughly a halfbillion years after the earth was formed; that is, relatively quickly on geological timescales. For the next three and a half billion years or so, life was confined mostly to simple, single-celled organisms, or colonies of such organisms. This epoch (which comprises most of the Earth's history) is known as the Precambrian Era. Then, roughly half a billion years ago, multicellular organisms rapidly evolved, an event known as the Cambrian explosion. Evolution thereafter proceeded rapidly.
On a qualitative level, at least, this corresponds well to the pondsand-outlets scenario [32] . Our model would predict that this is a feature of evolution not confined only to earth, but that a similar distribution of timescales should occur anywhere life forms and evolves.
An issue of particular interest concerns contingency and convergence in evolution. That is, would slightly different starting situations lead to long term differences in the nature of evolving biomes (a contingency effect) or would it not (a convergence effect)? From the invasion percolation perspective, this corresponds to the question of whether different starting sites would or would not merge into a common path to the sea. The answer for invasion percolation, as discussed previously, depends on the dimension with convergence for low dimensions and contingency above a critical dimensions (now presumed to be six). Since the relevant space for biological evolution is presumably high dimensional, this picture supports the conclusion of contingency.
